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THE BASIS FOR A NEW SCIENCE
FOR THE OLD PHENOMENA OF LIFE

Adapted from the paper, "Bio-fields, Orthoframes and Ortho-rotation" by Thomas E. Bearden
And with CQC by the Editor.

My Dear Mr. Crabb: "Have you ever heard of or studied the Dr. Walter Russel's 'The Universal One'? If you get hold of that book (about $100) you would have all the answers about the God and the Universe in a pure, scientific way. There is no place for self-deluding devils, about mysteries and purely imaginative products of deviated minds in science, mystic and other para-scientific actually speaking, views and books. There IS a place for borderland sciences as long as they stick to a scientific method and don't go beyond this and reason generally speaking. I can send you photocopies of some interesting pages out of the book. It may give you some idea about true nature of electricity, magnetism, etc."

Dr. Joseph von Moger,
Kew, Australia

No, Doc, we haven't read Russel's "Universal One" and don't have a copy of the book by a dedicated and inspired teacher who is more mystic than scientist -- and certainly no occult scientist, or he would 'nt be ignoring the reality of "self-deluding devils", the kind that took control of Mark Chapman and murdered John Lennon, for instance. But we do have several papers from physicist Tom Bearden. These establish a rational, practical bridge between physics and metaphysics and have been spelled out in his new book,"The Excalibur Briefing", at even greater length. Here are a few of his observations and conclusions.

"Physics has always indelibly contained metaphysics, but due to the influence of logical positivism, it has deeply neglected to even make the necessary analysis of the subjective realm, or of how to adequately model it. Instead, most physicists have dogmatically continued to insist on viewing the world as a giant mechanism, long after physics itself has destroyed all foundation for such a logos. Whether the positivist likes it or not, he himself is 'alive' and has a 'mind' that shares the T (time) dimension in common with his beloved 4-D Minkowskian
geometry. That fact is indelibly encompassed in the idea of the observer and in the idea of the observed event.

NO OBSERVER NO PHYSICS, AND NO SCIENCE!

"If physics had no observer, it would have no observational basis, and could therefore lay no claim to being a science at all if it were purely objective. Further, it is not possible for a living observer, who only knows what he 'sees' with his soma or his instruments, to really perceive or define anything 'objective' and removed from 'mind'. The living observer after all sees and knows his own 'mind', nothing else. In the absolute sense, the observer mentally sees two types of mental phenomena, one type is subject to his own preferential influence and control, and the other type is not so subject. The metaphysics included in physics cannot be ignored if physics itself is to be perfected...

"We now simply define a Biofield as any 3-D spatial frame orthogonal to the observer's 3-D spatial frame (mass), that contains the same 4th dimension (time) as does the observer's 4-D frame. We number the biofield by the number of dimensions lost in the intersection of its 3-D spatial frame with the observer's 3-D spatial frame. I.e., the zeroth biofield is just the ordinary observer's 3-D spatial frame, the first biofield is the ordinary electro-magnetic field with a two-dimensional intersection in the observer's 3-D frame, the second biofield corresponds to what we call DeBroglie waves, with a 1-D intersection, and the third biofield and higher have no intersection spatially with the observer's 3-D mass spatial frame. There are by definition an infinite number of biofields.

\[ \text{FORMON} \]

\[ \alpha_2 = \pi/2 \]

\[ \alpha_1 = \pi/2 \]

\[ \text{THIS MAY REPRESENT A QUARK} \]

TY BENDING OF A 3-D FRAME (TWO CASES),

\[ \text{WHY } E = \frac{\hbar c^2}{m_0} \text{ IN A CLOSURE (FORMON).} \]
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"One can also specifically note that, from the viewpoint of an observer, one biofield can be turned into another simply by an orthorotation. The first biofield (the ordinary electromagnetic field) can be orthorotated into the ordinary 3-D objective world, and vice versa. The second biofield (DeBroglie wave) can be orthorotated into the second biofield (an electromagnetic field) and vice versa. A DeBroglie wave (second biofield) and be orthorotated into an ordinary particle (zeroth biofield) by two orthorotations, and vice versa.

"Now note that the third biofield, i.e., three unclosing orthorotations in a departure manner, results in an orthoframe that has zero spatial intersection with the observer's 3-D spatial frame. It is therefore totally nonobjective as far as the observer is concerned. But this third biofield interacts with the T axis of the observer, since its 4-D world by definition contains the same T axis as the observer's 4-D world. This type of interaction by definition constitutes purely subjective phenomena (mental phenomena).

This reads like pure Cabala to your editor, if one equates Bearden's Third Biofield with the Mental World of the Cabalist's Four Worlds: Physical, Emotional, Mental and Spiritual.

"There are an infinite number of such third biofields available in infinite-dimensional space. One particular third biofield is the mind zone or the 'subjective' region of the observer's own existence! (Existence or being itself may be thought of simply as the total set of all operational, including quarks, closures, n-D orthrotational sets, etc.)

THE LIMITED COHERENCE OF TELEPATHY

"Since there are an infinite number of third biofields available, and a finite number of human observers, it follows that the probability of a single observer's third biofield randomly coinciding with the third biofield of another single observer is zero. Therefore each observer has his own separate 'mind world' that does not randomly coincide in a continuous manner with that of another observer. But by means of nonrandom operation (e.g., simple synchronization) it is possible for the two 'mind worlds' (third bioframes) to interact or coincide. For perfect coherence the two mind worlds or third bioframes of two observers will coincide. Such total coincidence results in the two minds simply becoming one mind.

"Telepathy is accomplished by the occurrence of limited intersection (limited coincidence) between two mindworlds due to a limited degree of coherence being introduced. On the ultimate end, two minds may be linked into one single mind, as they indeed are for the right and left cerebral hemispheres in one human brain, by introduction of perfect or near-perfect coherence."
A good example of a "non-random operation" where two minds synchronized in "near-perfect coherence" was the three years of(4,6),(994,994) the Ministry in Palestine, when the Christ synchronized his mind with that of the initiate Jesus. Closer to home we have members of the Inner Circle synchronizing their minds with that of their medium, Mark Probert, for over 20 years of seance sessions. A more shocking example of temporary synchronization or near-perfect coherence of two minds is the assassination of a public figure such as John Lennon by Mark Chapman. After the crime is committed, the obsessing entity quietly withdraws from his unfortunate medium who stands there, smoking gun in hand, to face arrest, trial, jail and perhaps execution, while the Moloch of the Lower Astral Plane moves on to other dirty business.

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS OF PHYSICS CAN EXPLAIN IT

"We accent again a principle at this point, a principle that has profound implications in spite of its simplicity: If no perceivable difference exists between 'two things', the two must be accepted as identical, i.e., as one only, regardless of how different the two things may be when separately perceived. I.e., identity itself is operationally determined, just as is difference. Identity is simply the total absence of perceptual distinction, and this definition applies without restriction to all mental concepts possible to Einstein's observer. It applies both 'subjectively' and 'objectively'. By application of the principle of operational identity, absolutely no perceivable difference exists between the third level bioworld and what we label 'mind' or 'subjective' regions. We have therefore defined the entire subjective realm as the third biofield level, and this has been defined in a manner totally consistent with the epistemology of physics as it is presently known. Further, the third biofield, in its own orthoframe, is just as real and concrete and 'physical' as is the ordinary zeroth biofield of the observer, i.e., his ordinary, real, concrete, physical world. With this schema, mind and thought can be precisely and mathematically modelled in terms of the rich physics already known. Further, the transfer functions can be derived to precisely explain orthorotation and the influence of mind on matter.

"The third bioworld (the subjective domain) is no less valid and no less real than is the ordinary 3-D 'objective' 3-D spatial frame. It is perfectly consistent that the third biofield not interact objectively (3-D spatially) with the observer's ordinary 3-D spatial frame. Thought worlds may be modelled as real, hard, solid constructs, just as objectively real in their own domain as is the observer's objective 3-D world, but interacting normally only with the T dimension of the ordinary world.

"Man is thus truly made in his Creator's image, for he creates entire real worlds with his every thought. He indeed creates being and life also, for all other observed beings rigorously exist only in his own mind. But here one caution is
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necessary: we have not limited the mind to 'consciousness', instead we have advanced an unconscious physical-law process of mind. The formation of a specific 'consciousness' is itself a subset of this process, not the entirety.

THE GOAL OF MEDITATION

"But the major point is, rotational operations introduced in the proper coherent fashion can transpose one orthoworld object into another orthoworld, including rotation from the bioframes into the ordinary 3-D objective world. (Or, orthorotation from the 3-D objective world into the third biosphere, as the student tries to do in meditation. This is centripetal vortexian physics rather than centrifugal nuclear physics. The occult symbol is the Swastika or hooked cross. RHC.)

"Some significant aspects of such transposition will be immediately apparent," continues Tom Bearden. "Just as our thoughts and dreams are similar to the ordinary 'inert world' but also carry strange differences from, or violations to, ordinary constraints, so will paranormal rotations from the third bioworld region into the ordinary objective world carry and exhibit those differences. The entire panorama of human myths, legends, dreams, fantasies, desires, fears, and thoughts form the basis for what we shall call 'boundary phenomena' or 'transfer phenomena' -- phenomena that can be orthorotated from one bioworld to another by appropriate coherent resonance, and which sometimes are so orthorotated and objectified.

"We now have developed a general schema for the appearance of transfer phenomena from the third biofield(s), which are orthorotated into the zeroth bioframe. Thus a specific process indeed exists for what the Tibetans called Tulpas, literally, thought forms which had orthorotated and become objectified.

"But since the jitter of the mental activity of one mindworld creates at least occasional random orthonoise inputs into the bioframe of any other mind, one can further visualize an overall orthonoise flux in which all minds exist. This orthonoise flux is analogous to, and perhaps even identical with, Wheeler's geometrodynamic superspace. The point is, the activities of any given mind can be considered to constitute modulations upon this orthonoise flux. Therefore, since the input from one mind's orthoframe into the objective frame is normally exceedingly small, one would expect that, for the formation of an objective formon, resonant input from many minds would usually be required to attain the necessary inceptive magnitude. Thus one would expect to find spontaneous Tulpas which generally fit the deep mental/unconscious archetypes -- which are in all human minds -- modulated into the particular idealistic and stylized forms inherent in fairly large groups or cultures. So indeed we now have the mechanism for a 'passport to Magonia', to use the phrase coined by Jacques Vallee.
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ORTHOROTATION BETWEEN TWO OR MORE MENTAL FRAMES

In her writings Dion Fortune often refers to the appearance of "spontaneous Tulpas", for instance the manifestation of the Virgin Mary to devout believers in Roman Catholic countries.

"When a culture fervently believes in devils," continues Pearson, "one would expect to find occasional manifestations of devils. One is not surprised at occasional objective appearances of 'little people' in cultures such as the Irish, who believed in them or were steeped in their lore (and the Menehunes of Hawaii). In the more modern world, one is not surprised to find the appearance of spacesuited beings, extraordinary flying ships, the use of hand-held ray guns or beam devices, the appearance of robot-like creatures, and direct and verifiable objective traces remaining of these apparitions.

"Today's world has millions of persons whose imagination has been stirred and imprinted by a steady digest of science, science fiction and space vehicles. Thus the unconsciousnesses of many persons has been most deeply impressed by these images and concepts until the collective unconscious of the entire human species has been affected. All such forms appear to be, or can be regarded as, distortions or or modulations upon the archetypes existing in the collective unconscious. Thus one finds, in the transfer phenomena, direct modifications or expressions of such unconscious contents. Proper synchronisation and resonance of the general forms of many minds can lead to the tuning in of a Formal, whose stability is sufficient for it to orthorotate and objectify for at least a limited period.

"Thus one can now comprehend that transfer phenomena explain what it is that seances actually accomplish, what Raudive's voices are, how a group that held repeated seances finally succeeded in creating a personality and having it manifest itself, what the phenomena of parapsychology are, and how ESP and other paranormal phenomena are produced. Orthorotation between two mental frames constitutes telepathy.

"Further, one can also comprehend the appearances of angels, fairies, Virgin Marys, mothmen, skunkmen, sasquatches, devils, spacemen, Loch Ness monsters, and Unidentified Flying Objects. One can understand Puharich's and Geller's experiences and indeed the experiences of hosts of other contactees. One can also explain the amazing and contradictory variety of phenomena encountered that constitute Transfer Phenomena. Orthorotation of mental forms into the Zeroth bioframe is a specific inventive affectation, and the entire mental and physical structuring and functioning of the individual(s) involved at the 'receiving end' constitute the 'tuner' that selects the particular resonance that occurs. The phenomena indeed can be real and objective, but their
form and content are determined and selected by the specific instrumentation(s) of the observer(s) participant(s). It is the overall observer incentive cyborg involved that is significant in determining the transfer forms and events orthorotated.”

THE DANGERS OF UNCONSECRATED MAGICK

There is much experimentation with mental powers these days. Lessons in "transfer phenomena" or in Mind Control are neatly packaged and merchandised at a good price. "Orthorotation of mental forms into the zeroth bioframe" -- or "how to get what you want" -- can be demonstrated fairly quickly to a dedicated student of mental powers; but this is a trap for the unwary; for there are moral principles involved; and the practitioner of mental powers -- the Cloud-Buster for instance -- is not told that he or she is passing through the Veil of the Mysteries.

Start your Transfer Phenomena "without reference any reference to cosmic law or spiritual principle" warns Dion Fortune in the chapter on the Absolute, Kether, in her book "The Mystical Qabalah", and you are in trouble; for the mental/emotional images you form in the second and third bioframes, or Astral world, "are like foreign bodies in the organism of the Celestial Man, or Macrocosm, and all the forces of nature are spontaneously directed towards the elimination of the foreign substance and the restoration of the normal equilibrium of stresses.

"Nature fights the magician tooth and nail," writes Dion Fortune, "consequently, whosoever has resorted to unconsecrated magic may never lay down his sword, but must always be on the defensive in order to maintain that which he has won."

This Dr. Wilhelm Reich found out to his sorrow. In dedicating himself to pure scientific research, he denied the validity of occult science and the existence of the "men beyond mankind" who would have helped him and protected him in his work. Tom Bearden learned something of the operation of this principle in the series of misfortunes which prevented the publication of "The Excalibur Briefing" for over a year.

"But the adept who starts his work in the Kether of Atziluth, that is to say in spiritual principle, and works that principle downwards to its expression on the planes of form (the Zeroth Bioframe), employing power drawn from the Unmanifest for this purpose, has made his operation a part of the cosmic process and Nature is with him instead of against him."

"If we draw power from any specialised sphere of nature we are, as it were, robbing Peter to pay Paul. The power has to come from somewhere and to go somewhere, and to be accounted for in the final reckoning. It is for this reason that it has been held that the magician pays in suffering for what he wins by magical means. This is true if his operation is performed in any of the lower spheres of nature; but if it starts in Kether of..."
Atziluth, he is drawing unmanifest force into manifestation; he is adding to the resources of the universe; and provided he keeps the forces in equilibrium, there need be no untoward reaction and no payment in suffering for the use of the magical powers ..

UNIT ONE WITH THE BLACK HOLE IN SPACE

"It is essential to the safety of the magician that he should conduct his operations in accordance with cosmic law," says Dion Fortune. "Therefore he must seek to understand the spiritual principle involved in every problem and work it out accordingly. Every operation, therefore, must have its final unification or resolution in Eheieh (Eh-heh-ee-eh, I Am that I Am) the God name of Kether in Atziluth.

"The invocation of Deity under the name of Eheieh, that is to say the affirmation of pure being, eternal, unchanging, without attributes or activities, underlying, maintaining and conditioning all, is the primary formula of all magical working. It is only when the mind is imbued with the realisation of this endless unchanging being of the utmost concentration and intensity that it can have any realisation of limitless power (which) gives a strange sense of eternity and immortality .."

And the Russian astro-physicists call this new power "bits of vacuum". With this understanding, according to Tom Bearden, they have developed a whole new range of weaponry beyond atomic fission. But, because their magick is unconsecrated, they have chosen a Path which can lead only to madness and death, once they have served the purposes of God-the-Destroyer.

Bearden shows his familiarity with Tibetan magick by using the term Tulpa to designate an artificial elemental deliberately created by human thought; but if that thought is unconsecrated, or deliberately evil, woe unto the creator! We turn again to Dion Fortune and one chapter on the Christ-center:

"No one can control, or even safely make contact with elemental principles unless he (or she) holds the initiation of Tiphereth, which is that of a minor adept. For he must have been accepted by the Elemental Kings, that is to say he must have realised the ultimate spiritual nature of natural forces before he can handle them in their elemental form. In their subjective elemental form they appear in the microcosm as powerful instincts of combat, of reproduction, of self-abasement, of self-aggrandisement, and all those emotional factors known to the psychologist.

"It is obvious, therefore, that if we stir and stimulate these emotions in our natures it must be in order that we may use them as servants of the Higher Self, directed by reason and spiritual principle. It is necessary that when we operate the elemental forces we do so through the Kings, under the
presidency of the Archangel and by the invocation of the Holy Name of God appropriate to the sphere. Microcosmically this means that the powerful elemental driving-forces of our nature are correlated with the Higher Self instead of being dissociated into the Qliphotic underworld of the Freudian unconscious.

**THE FALL FROM INNOCENCE, INTO BLACK MAGICK**

"Elemental operations are not, of course, performed in the Sphere of Tiphareth, but it is essential that they should be controlled from the Sphere of Tiphareth if they are to remain White Magic. If there is no such higher control they will soon slide off into Black Magic," warns Dion Fortune.

"When the elemental forces become detached from their spiritual principles in our concepts so that they become ends in themselves, even if no evil is intended, but merely experimentation, a Fall takes place and degeneration follows."

The classic example of this is in the writings of the Tibetan Lama, Madame Alexandra David-Neel. I'm sure LTCOL Bearden is familiar with these, and copies of her well-read, well-thumbed books must be in the occult libraries of the CIA, the FBI, the NSA, the Army, Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps and other government agencies whose designations are above Top Secret -- not to mention the KGB and the Vatican. However, Alexandra's experience, and the warnings of Dion Fortune, go unheeded as these government agents experiment with orthonrotation and the bringing down of creative energies from the Third Bioframe, to the Second, and to the Zeroth Bioframe of the physical world.

Tibetan magicians call it Tsams and Madame David-Neel tells us us she went through the usual six-month preparation for creating an artificial elemental, or Tulipoid, as Bearden calls them. In her book, "Magic and Mystery In Tibet", she is quite frank to say that creating a Tulipoid was merely an experiment, to see if she could create a tangible thought-form.

"In order to avoid being influenced by the forms of the lamaist deities, which I saw around me daily in paintings and images, I chose for my experiment a most insignificant character: a monk, short and fat, of an innocent and jolly type.

"I shut myself in Tsams and proceeded to perform the prescribed concentration of thought and other rites. After a few months the phantom monk was formed. His form grew gradually fixed and life-like looking. He became a kind of guest, living in my apartment (and sharing her bed!). I then broke my seclusion and started for a tour, with my servants and tents.

"The monk included himself in the party. Why not, he was a child of her mind. I lived in the open, riding on horseback for miles each day, and the illusion persisted. I saw the flat Trapa, now and then it was not necessary for me to think of him..."
to make him appear. The phantom performed various actions of the kind that are natural to travellers and that I had not commanded! For instance, he walked, stopped, looked around him. The illusion was mostly visual, but sometimes I felt as if a robe was lightly rubbing against me and once a hand seemed to touch my shoulder.

THE INEVITABLE DEGENERATION

"The features which I had imagined, when building my phantom, gradually underwent a change. The fat, chubby-cheeked fellow grew leaner, his face assumed a vaguely mocking, sly, malignant look. He became more troublesome and bold. In brief, he escaped my control."

The child of her mind went through a normal maturing process and became an independent adult. Why should this degeneration of an artificial elemental, a Tulpoid, take place? Perhaps because of the negative bias of the Piscean Age. Refer to our Judgment Day chart on page 30 of the Jan-Feb Journal.

"Once a herdsman who brought me a present of butter saw the tulpa in my tent and took it for a live lama.

"I ought to have let the phenomenon follow its course, but the presence of that unwanted companion began to prove trying to my nerves; it turned into a 'day-nightmare'. Moreover, I was beginning to plan my journey to Lhasa and needed a quiet brain devoid of other occupations, so I decided to dissolve the phantom. I succeeded, but only after six months of hard struggle. My mind-creature was tenacious of life."

Suppose Madame David-Neel had abandoned her responsibility for this child of her mind? It would have tried desperately to continue its independent existence, drawing or stealing its vital "food" from any handy human, a vampire indeed; and the experimenter would have been responsible for all the tulpa's deeds.

Four years ago a Toronto, Canada psychic research group decided to try to create a tulpa and succeeded, naming him Philip. At their group meetings and on demand, Philip would dutifully perform table-tipping and other psychokinetic feats. Long before now Philip must have become an independent monster. It seems likely that members of the Toronto group are now having disturbing dreams as Philip makes his nightly rounds, demanding vital energy from his father-mother, the unpolarzied sex force which was used to create him in the first place.

UNFALLEN AND IN A STATE OF INNOCENCE

"When we clearly realise the spiritual principle behind all natural things," continues Dion Fortune, "they are then in a state of innocence, to use a theological term with a definite
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connotation; they are unfallen, and we can safely work with them and advantageously develop them in our own natures; thus bringing about the unrepresion and equilibrium so necessary to mental health. This correlation of the natural with the spiritual, thus maintaining it unfallen and in a state of innocency, is a very important point in all practical workings in any form of magic."

THE "UNSTABLE TUNING" OF THE AVERAGE PERSON

"Fortunately minds are themselves constantly shifting and changing," writes Tom Bearden, "so that a human's moods, ideas, thoughts, feelings and mentality changes from moment to moment. The human instrumentation is thus of unstable tuning and consequently almost all transfer phenomena are fairly fleeting, unsteadily tuned, and most spontaneous orhorotations that result in objectification of tulpas are of short duration.

"Angels usually go away. Devils go away. UFOs go away. The Fairies go away. The Virgin Mary goes away. Sasquatches apparently go away. Mothmen leave. Men in Black go away (but sometimes they take the Flying Saucer evidence with them, and even the unfortunate UFO researcher, when they go! RHJ). But the archetypal forms remain in the collective unconscious as blanks. The individual unconsciousnesses are constantly impressed by culture and experience to modulate and stimulate the blanks. The increasing hostility of the modern environment in which we all live increases the mental and emotional stresses upon the minds of men.

"Just as a mechanically stressed piezoelectric crystal produces electricity by orhorotation, so does the complex, functional mechanism of man produce orhorotation as it is stressed in its operation. The increasing mental stress of our times thus is inducing an increasing amount of transfer phenomena and spontaneous objective manifestations. Is it such a coincidence after all that the modern UFO period started with the appearances of Foo Fighters, glowing balls of light that appeared near wartime aircraft of all combat sides..."

But we must remember that the appearance of the first UFOs, the Foo Fighters of World War II coincided also with the development and perfection of the Atomic Bomb. And we learned from Ralph Holland and the Inner Circle that it was this alarming change in the direction of Western science that prompted the Guardians to orhorotate their surveillance Flying Saucers into our Zer0th Bioframe, into visible manifestation, to upset the smug conceit of the military and academic flatheads. "What, this is not the only inhabited planet in the universe? Impossible!"

But there they were, the Foo Fighters, and Bearden includes a picture of them among the many illustrations in his book "The Excalibur Briefing", $9.95 postpaid (foreign $11.50) 1902 Willis Road, SE, Huntsville, Alabama 35801 USA.
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THE KARMA OF MOCKERY
'DONT LEAVE EARTH AND DOUBT IT'

New York (UPI) Nov. 15, 1980: "Anita Bryant, whose crusade against homosexuals stirred bitter protests in gay communities across the nation, now says she has changed her mind somewhat and believes in 'live and let live'.

"In a candid interview in the December issue of Ladies' Home Journal, the singer and former Florida orange juice publicist said the traumatic events leading up to her divorce hooked her on pills and wine and pushed her to the edge of suicide.

"In the interview, the first since she divorced her husband-manager Bob Green, Bryant said of her former fundamentalist viewpoint toward gays, 'The answers don't seem to simple now. I'm more inclined to say live and let live, just don't try to flaunt it or try to legalize it.

"'I guess I can better understand the gays and the feminists' anger and frustration. I could see that a lot of people got involved in the crusade who had a personal vendetta about gays. They harbored hatreds. They were as wrong as the gay extremists were -- and they're going to hate Anita Bryant for saying that.'

"She said she kicked a Valium habit in 1976. Two years later she became dependent on sleep pills and wine, and contemplated suicide. When asked about her husband's charges that she was unfaithful, Bryant said, 'I want to be honest with you. I can't say that I'm totally innocent. I guess when there's a real void in your life and your marriage has become rotten, you fantasize a lot of things.'"

The Mahatmas of the Himalayas tell us it is far better to clean up one's karmic obligations in the life in which they are contracted than to ignore them; for in the next life the debts to the Law of Compensation become driving forces which lead one to sin and sin and sin some more. Fortunately for Anita Bryant, she seems to have cleaned up one current obligation. Others are not so fortunate, as we learn from the Readings of Edgar Cayce.

Gina Cerminara analyzes one of the most
revealing of the reactions to mockery and condemnation of others in her book, "Many Mansions" (William Sloane, New York, 1950), Chapter XI: "The Cayce files include many cases where sins of the moral realm result in serious psychological problems. . . . The case of a nun in a French convent at the time of Louis XIV (1638-1715). She had been stern, cold, and intolerant of human weakness. Her understanding of the Scriptures was purely literal, consequently she held in contempt those who violated the letter of the law.

THE GLANDS, INSTRUMENTS OF COMPENSATION

"The karmic result of her intolerance first manifested itself in her present incarnation in a glandular disturbance that persisted throughout adolescence. This disturbance -- an excessive menstrual flow -- made it impossible for the girl to attend school regularly, confined to her bed for almost two weeks out of every four, made her shy and exclusive, and by putting her out of touch with people of her own age affected all areas of her personality.

"The disturbance finally passed. The girl developed a beautiful figure and became a professional model in New York, and eventually married. Her choice of a mate was an unfortunate one, however. They had little in common -- he was cold and unaffectionate; she was starving for affection. World War II broke out and her husband went overseas. Now began a period of intense loneliness. The strain was too great to bear and the girl went to a resort town, where she took to drinking and loose living. She had discovered that only a glass or two of liquor freed her from the social inhibitions which still oppressed her.

"Once started, she was incapable of stopping; her drinking sprees became longer and longer. Sometimes she drank continually day and night, for three weeks, sleeping meanwhile with any soldier, sailor, aviator, or marine who happened to strike her fancy. While drunk she had not a single civilized inhibition as to clothing. She would unconcernedly carry out the garbage to the backyard wearing only an unfastened housecoat, or would -- unless restrained -- walk blithely into the boardinghouse parlor completely unclothed.

"Finally her health began to break under the strain of alcoholic saturation. Her hands began to shake so that she was unable to sign her name to her husband's allotment checks. In a moment of sensible sobriety she decided to leave the resort, which was the rallying point for a half-dozen neighboring army camps and naval bases, and return to the city where she was born. Her latest letters show that she holds a responsible secretarial position, but there are several indications from other sources that she still drinks to some extent. She has divorced her husband.

"It seems apparent that her degradation arose primarily from her personality difficulty, and that this in turn arose from
a glandular disturbance. (The glands, Cayce often pointed out, are focal points for the expression of karma.) This malfunction was the direct karmic consequence of her own condemnation of others, her own uncharity of spirit; the weaknesses she so unfeelingly condemned in others have become her own weaknesses. She is in this way made to understand the inner necessity of error. the hunger which impels the erring to their sin, the weakness and loneliness which compel them to find solace in the gratification of the senses. Like those who mock, those who condemn must meet within themselves the circumstances of their condemnation... Criticism of others may be a very expensive amusement in terms of the psychological price that must someday be paid. The source of information, as Cayce called his power, from its vantage point of seeing cause and consequence over long spans of time frequently gave sharp and explicit warnings to people who erred conspicuously in this direction. Here is a pointed example among hundreds of similar cases:

"'We find that the entity has the inclination to become, when aggravated, rather severe in its criticisms of others. This should be tempered; for what one says to another will usually become one's own state also, in one form or other.'

WHAT SAYS THE MASTER?

"Here we have an explicit statement of moral cause and situational consequence which suddenly recalls certain rather cryptic declarations of the Christian Bible. Jesus said:

"'But I say unto you, that every idle word that men shall speak, they shall give account thereof in the day of judgment. For by thy words thou shalt be justified, and by thy words thou shalt be condemned.'

"It does not seem illogical to identify the 'day of judgment' referred to with the time when the karmic debt falls due. Again:

"'Not that what goeth into the mouth defileth a man; but that which cometh out of the mouth, this defileth a man.

"And again:

"'Judge not, that ye be not judged. For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged.'

Gina Germinara's "Many Mansions" has become a classic of American occult literature. A well-read and studied copy of this clear and detailed presentation of the Law of Compensation in action should be in the library of every student of metaphysics in this country, and overseas as well. I note that our reference copy is from the fourth printing, 1952, and no doubt there have been many since; so used copies should be available if it is not in print at present. Read it and you will find yourself in it, probably in more than one place. It is also very instructive as to why some cases of illness cannot be healed.
ELECTRIC VAMPIRISM; CRITTERS AND UFOS

By Trevor James Constable, BSRA

UFO vampirization of our electric power systems may surprise some readers perusing the March-April 1980 issue of the Journal of Borderland Research, but there isn't much novel about it anymore to those of us who have spent a quarter of a century on the trail of these invisible aeroforms in our atmosphere. Any person who wishes to do so, can obtain his own objective proof that Electric Vampirism does exist, by investing a little time and money in simple time-exposure experiments using infrared film at night. The objective yield from such work will leave no doubt that invisible, pulsating objects descend nocturnally to street lights and other foci of electric energy, load up and take off.

In front of me now is a collection of infrared time exposures made in Italy over the cities of Genoa and Leghorn, by engineers and technicians who are members of the GRCU UFO research group in Genoa. The GRCU group is headed by Signor Luciano Boccone, an unbelievably brilliant linguist whose interest in UFOs goes back to the days of Kenneth Arnold. These GRCU photographs were made in 1976-79, and are part of a collection of UFO photographs numbering into the hundreds. The exposures repeatedly show UFO characteristics all-too-familiar to researchers familiar with the BSRA "etheric interpretation" and with my pioneering work in etheric photography.

THE VAMPIRES DESCEND

The photographs show typical "falling leaf" pathways, as the UFOs emerge into our dimension via the warmth ether -- the link between the physical world and worlds outside our time and space. These perturbations are invisible to the eye, but they are readily locked up in infrared-sensitive film emulsions. The vampires descend in this pattern that is intimately and mathematically connected both to pendulum motions and to the Kreisel-welle (KRW) or spinning waveform described in detail by the late Dr. Wilhelm Reich. In some of these descents, the UFOs may also be seen to pulsate. They are just a part of a much larger, invisible nocturnal activity that demonstrates the interest these UFOs have in the electric power of earthmen.

Infrared time exposures made by GRCU technicians also show vivid, stark, pulsatory tracks across otherwise empty and undisturbed photos of suburban hillsides and similar venues. Some tracks cross valleys and swirl through groves of trees.
The energy required to etch such pathways into a film emulsion is considerable. The loom of such traveling lights partially illuminates the terrain over which the UFO is moving. Time and again, they may seem to descend to a street lamp, which was usually included in the time exposure as a reference point when the photograph is printed and studied. This in itself is a good deal more than NASA bought for Americans with $30 billion plus extorted from us by the government.

SUCKING ON A BLAST FURNACE

Another string of photographs, made near a huge blast furnace in Genoa, clearly shows saucer-shaped UFOs hanging above this immense source of energy with their undersides directed towards the heat like parabolic collectors. There isn't much doubt about what is going on, but like the visible UFOs that have flummoxed conventional investigators, the reports about visible UFOs hanging around power lines and stations are only the tip of the iceberg. If you want the really important nine tenths of the subject, you either go into the Invisible or you consign yourself to a career of UFO dilettantism.

Some years ago I quit UFO research out of sheer weariness with over-educated simpletons shooting their faces off in books and on TV about a subject in which had performed not one single practical experiment of their own design. In devoting myself to the further development of weather engineering, I have spent literally thousands of hours on my rooftop at night, with a broad view of the Los Angeles, California basin and the ocean southward clear to San Clemente (40 miles). In an area like this, any photographs you make of activity such as I have described would be immediately blown down by self-styled experts with the usual neurotically-rooted explanations. Nevertheless, I have been abundantly aware of the electric vampirism phenomenon units of recent design reach such UFOs technically and attract their attention. Seeing the lights dip momentarily in the whole Point Fermin area has been quite a common experience during this weather engineering work, when UFOs responded to certain movements of the weather gun.
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**11 May 1968 - FORGING THE LINK BETWEEN UFO'S AND ETHERIAN PHYSICS**

Trevor James's photographs always aimed at capturing UFO's in situ, which borderlanders will recognize is the invisible state. Such photography depends upon the administration of stimuli to the ethers that will attract such vehicles and bioforms. Development of the "cloudbuster" by the late Dr. Wilhelm Reich opened to mankind the direct, mechanically-controlled stimulation and manipulation of the primary energy continuum, i.e. the ethers themselves. On this, the first occasion on which a cloudbuster was employed in UFO photography, an emergent UFO was captured near the draw tubes, the three pipes seen to the right of Dr. James Woods's head in this picture. The smaller, black object, "pushed under" in this reproduction to secure the larger object above, reveals itself through a grain magnifier as one of TJ's bioforms, an invisible living creature aimed right in towards the camera and the cloudbuster. Made with a Minoltaflex 120 camera, using Gaevert Infrared film, unfiltered. F11, 1/50 sec. Time of day: 7.30am.
MORE INVISIBLE UFO'S=

"B" Upper left: Bioform captured on infrared film near cloudbuster at 1,000 Palms Oasis, Calif. Many such bioforms are bell-shaped elementals. They correspond to certain types of jellyfish that swing the underside of their organism towards a light source, as this one appears attracted to the cloudbuster. f11 1/100 sec. Kodak Hispeed Infrared film.

"C" Lower left: Glowing UFO, invisible to normal sight, immediately above the cloudbuster unit. This one is more likely a construct or vehicle than a bioform. Photo made with infrared film exposed thru an ultraviolet filter. f8, 1/100 sec.

"D"-Right. First use of a tuned cloudbuster. On 7 Apr 1970, TJ used a single-tube cloudbuster radionically tuned to the vibratory rate of biological UFO's. This rate was established by the late Dr. Ruth B. Drown, and a Drown instrument was used to tune the cloudbuster. The object recorded is obviously an organism, but has the basic shape of a classical "flying saucer". Gaevert infrared film, f8 at 1/50 second, exposed thru an ultraviolet filter. Made at approximately 7:45am, at 1,000 Palms Oasis, Calif.
THE CRITTERS COME OF AGE

The GRCU group in Italy is not alone in recording invisible nocturnal UFOs in this electric vampirism. Virtually identical photographs have been made behind the Iron Curtain in Rumania, by a group of engineers under Florin Gheorghita, whose efforts have been rewarded with police surveillance and a severance of his contacts with his Italian friends. The photographs of electric vampirism are not only a part of a larger contribution to ufology made by these two groups, who had never heard of me or my work until after their own basic conclusions had been reached, on the basis of acquired, objective evidence. My friend, Brad Steiger, well-known Borderlander for his many books on psychic subjects, made Signor Boccone aware that similar critters had been photographed more than 20 years ago by myself and Dr. James O. Woods.

The GRCU group has made untold dozens of photographs indistinguishable from those published in my book, "Cosmic Pulse of Life". The members of the group became convinced in the middle of the 1970s that a mass of perfectly objective evidence pointed to the Invisible as the source or venue of UFOs. They set up a variety of magnetic, thermic and other detectors, including Geiger-Muller counters. They established "base line" conditions for all these detectors.

Upon registration of any anomalies or radical departures from these base line readings, infrared film was immediately exposed into the "empty" sky. Directionality was obtained to some extent with the Geiger-Muller probes, and the Italian researchers soon had on their hands a cosmic zoo similar to that collected by me back in the late 1950s. There is now absolutely no doubt whatever as to the existence of this unseen level of physical life, or that its denizens are essentially as I described them back down that long corridor of years when I was termed crazy. The "empty" sky is not empty, but the venue of these aeroforms that the unaided sight just does not detect. As with our submarines, this invisibility is also a weapon to certain non-human entities with malefic designs on our world. The theft of our electric power is only part of this.

In the 23 years since I first photographed these amoebic, unseen lifeforms, many people have attempted to replicate my work. There have been photographs made by various investigators, like Richard Toronto of Vallejo, California, that are supportive of my findings (Page 27, Sept-Oct 1980 Journal, daylight picture taken during an eclipse of the sun). In general, however, the efforts at replication were not solidly persistent, and were often technically inept. Jacques Vallee exposed a few rolls of film in the high desert and proceeded to make a goat of himself by implying that the invisibility idea was all rubbish. What it really took was what Boccone and his crew brought to the project: consistent, determined, unrelenting effort comparable to that invested by James O. Woods and myself. Then the truth comes out.
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The critters are a living reality.

THREE-WAY VINDICATION

The Italian project and the Rumanian work were carried out by teams of engineers and technicians. The GRCU group in Genoa had some 30 members, many with degrees and most of them holding responsible jobs in Italian industry and commerce. Like Gheorghe Hita in Rumania, their approach was instrumented. Neither group knew of me or my work, which was also instrumented, but using the human body as the major instrument of investigation and cameras for objectification. I have been happy to place my accumulated knowledge of a quarter century in this field at the disposal of the groups abroad, and I anticipate that they will utilize this knowledge fully and synthesize it with what they have learned on their own.

Sorting out the material will be a lengthy task, as a mutually corroborative presentation must be assembled. As soon as feasible, the Borderland Journal will be publishing some of these photographs, something that is wholly appropriate to a forum that has been open to me since Day #1. For now, let the so-called skeptics beware. The critters are a reality. So are the electric vampires. What? You don't believe that? Get a 35mm camera, load it with infrared film, make a time exposure or 50 in your own neighborhood. Be sure you get some street lights or major energy sources in your picture. Then see what happens. Good luck.

* * *

"MANY UFOS ARE ACTUALLY LIVING CREATURES"

Associate Ansley Hill sends in this clip from the "National Enquirer", Jan. 27, 1981: "In a sensational, mind-boggling discovery, leading space researchers have concluded that many UFOs are actually living creatures! Incredibly, these bizarre beings -- called Zeroids -- can make themselves invisible and even change size and shape at will.

"Excited experts say the Zeroids are super-intelligent life forms that have been visiting Earth and roaming through the universe for billions of years -- frequently appearing as bright balls in the sky.

"Investigators say Zeroids:

"1. Often look astonishingly different to each observer because they can telepathically project any appearance they want, from glowing lights to golden-haired spacemen.

"2. Flash across the sky at tremendous speeds, making impossible 90° turns and disappear at will. (The Hawaiians had a name for them, long before the white man came, Akua-lele, Flying Gods. RHC.) Zeroids have been tracked on radar, photographed with special equipment, and detected with sensitive instruments."
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THE KARMA OF MOCKERY AND CONDEMNATION

"... What one says to another (in criticism) will usually become one's own state also, in one form or another..." So warned the Edgar Cayce controls, and a good current example of that is the public embarrassment of TV-evangelical minister Jerry Falwell. Four years ago he publicly criticised and condemned President Carter for accepting an interview with a journalist for "Playboy" magazine. In the interview Carter admitted to occasionally "lusting after women" in his heart.

Now the shoe is on the other foot, as we read in this news item from United Press International from Roanoke, Virginia, Jan. 31, 1981: "A federal judge Friday ordered 'Penthouse' not to distribute its March issue at the request of Rev. Jerry Falwell, the founder of Moral Majority. He contends an interview with him in the men's magazine was obtained by deceit.

"U.S. District James C. Turk's temporary order restrains Penthouse International Ltd., Curtis Circulation Co., free-lance writers Andrew Duncan and Sashti Brata or their representatives from distributing the magazine until a hearing can be held Monday on Falwell's request for a preliminary injunction."

The publisher of "Penthouse" took the injunction gleefully. He is well aware of the truth of the old public relations credo: "I don't care what you say about me just so you spell my name right!" And his name was spelled right in the Los Angeles "Times", 2/1/81.

"'Penthouse' publisher Bob Guccione said Saturday an attempt by the Rev. Jerry Falwell, founder of the Moral Majority, to block distribution of the March issue of the magazine will boost sales by a half million copies.

"Normally, we couldn't afford a promotion genius like Falwell, Guccione said. 'We're happy to have him.'

"Guccione, in Los Angeles on business, said in an interview he will fight an order by U.S. District Judge James C. Turk in Roanoke, Va., banning distribution of 'Penthouse' to magazine racks across the country. The ban was requested by Falwell, subject of a 'Penthouse' interview in the March issue. In the interview, Falwell blasts fellow Baptist Jimmy Carter for granting the famous 'lust' interview to 'Playboy'. 'Playboy', Falwell said, is 'sala-cious and vulgar'. Struck by the irony of his own appearance in 'Penthouse', Falwell attacked it too, calling it a magazine filled with 'smut and porn'. He claimed he was tricked by two free-lance journalists who sold his interview to Guccione. But the 'Penthouse' publisher said the pair, Andrew Duncan and Sashti
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Brata, had told Falwell they planned to sell the interview wherever they could -- and Falwell had no objection.

"Guccione also defended 'Playboy', saying, 'I see Falwell's mind as being salacious and vulgar because vulgarity is in the mind of the beholder.' Nor does he think 'Penthouse' contains smut or porn.

FALWELL A HYPOCRITE

"'I think Falwell is a very narrow-minded, very bigoted man, heavily opinionated, oppressively opinionated,' Guccione said. He contended that the court order violates the First Amendment (guaranteeing freedom of speech and the press), which he said Falwell told his interviewers he would die to defend. 'The man is a hypocrite.'

"He said his staff telephoned distributors after the court order in an effort to stop circulation under the court order, but in some instances it was too late. Six million copies were already on their way to newsstands. Issues on the stands -- plus those freed for distribution if he wins the court battle -- will be sold out, Guccione predicted.

"'This points out the fate of every would-be censor,' he said. 'This demonstrates again that the censor invariably creates the very situation he hopes to kill. He calls attention to the thing he doesn't want the public to see. I think this will probably increase our sales by about 10%, meaning about 500,000 copies.'"

Falwell lost the court battle. The judge did uphold Guccione's First Amendment rights to freely circulate his magazine.

HELL HATH NO FURY LIKE A HIGH PRIEST SCORNED

Newsweek, Dec. 22, 1980: "Fund raiser Richard Viguerie, a leading light of the New Right, is complaining to anyone who will listen in Washington that the Reagan Administration has already abandoned its arch-conservative friends -- the very folks who put the former California governor in the White House. It's gotten so bad, Viguerie says, that the Rev. Jerry Falwell, leader of the militant Moral Majority, hasn't been able to get a phone call returned by the Reagan camp since the election. "'Never mind who supported Reagan in 1980,' beefs Viguerie. 'Who supported him for 15 years before 1980?' Unless things improve, Viguerie predicts, Reagan and the New Right leadership will be estranged completely in six months to a year."

Yes, the "ayatollahs" of America's television-evangelical religion see themselves as king-makers, claiming that their enthusiastic support of Reagan -- a violation of the Separation of Church and State principle -- put him in the White House. Now these self-appointed guardians of our morals want their "pound of flesh" from the President, imperiously demanding unquestioning
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endorsement of their ecclesiastical/political dogmas. Headsy with
their new-found political clout, but ignored by the President, some
of these king-makers have already chosen their candidate for 1984,
Reagan's Secretary of State, Jesuit-trained (Notre Dame, Georgetown)
Alexander Haig, a Prince of the Church.

THE VICE OF TIPHARETH IS PRIDE

In the chapter on the Christ-center on the Tree of Life, Dion
Fortune warns us that "no one can safely control elemental princi-
pies unless he or she holds the initiation of Tiphareth, which is
that of a minor adept... he or she must have realised the ult-
imate spiritual nature of elemental forces... In their subjective
elemental form they appear (to us) as powerful instincts of combat,
of self-aggrandisement, etc." and it is these elemental forces
that were exhibited by the ministers of the New Right in the recent
political campaign. (Page 209, 'The Mystical Qabalah')

"Elemental operations are not, of course, performed in the
Sphere of Tiphareth," wrote the English Cabalist, "but it is es-
sen/ial that they should be controlled from the Sphere of Tiphar-
eth if they are to remain White Magic... When they become detached
from their spiritual principles in our concepts so they become ends
in themselves, even if no evil is intended... a Fall takes place."

She writes that "the characteristic Virtue of the Sphere of
Tiphareth is devotion to the Great work" of redeeming the Lower
Self or personality. "It is this Devotion, rising to Adoration,
which initiates us into the Mysteries of the Crucifixion" -- which
leads to the Realization of the Oneness of all things. "Pride
has its roots in egoism, and as long as we are self-centered we
cannot be made one with all things. In the true selflessness of
the Path the soul overflows its boundaries and centers into all
things through limitless sympathy and perfect love; but in pride
the soul tries to extend its boundaries till it possesses all
things, and it is a very different matter to possess a thing
rather than to being made one with it, wherein it equally possesses
us in perfect reciprocity. It is this one-sided arrangement which
is the vice of the adept" and of the conceited minister or priest!
"He must give as well as receive, and he must give of himself un-
reservedly if he would participate in mystical union which is
the fruit of the sacrifice of the crucifixion. 'Let him who would be
the greatest among you be the servant of all,' said our Lord."

In the March "Penthouse" magazine interview there was this
revealing exchange. The interviewers: "Do you have any doubts
that you are right?"

Rev. Falwell: "None whatsoever."

Int: "Never?"

Rev. Falwell: "Not once! I've been a Christian for 28 years,
since January 20, 1952 (when, at a revival meeting, he was Born
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Again) . . . and I can honestly say that from that day to this, I have never one time questioned that the word of God is, in fact, the word of God."

Blinded by his own conceit, Falwell believes he has unified himself with God, but as Dion Fortune shrewdly points out, "Exoteric religion goes no farther up the Tree than Tiphareth, the Christ-center. . . Its evangelical aspect aims at a concentration on Tiphareth as Child and sacrificed God and ignores the aspect of the King in the centre of his Kingdom. . . Tiphareth, however, is not only the centre of the Sacrificed God but also the centre of the Inebriating God, the Giver of Illumination. Dionysos is assigned to this centre as well as Osiris; for the Central Pillar of the Tree is concerned with modes of consciousness. . .

"NOT EVEN HOUSED IN THE INN"

"Mystics are very apt to make the mistake of thinking that they are following the Star to the place of the Sermon on the Mount, not to the manger at Bethlehem," observes the experienced Dion Fortune, and this becoming humility is conspicuously lacking in Falwell and the other evangelical ministers of the New Right. "For we must accept the fact that the Child-Christ does not spring like Minerva, full-armed from the head of God the Father, but starts as a small thing, humbly laid among the beasts and not even housed in the inn with the humans. The first glimpses of mystical experience must perforce be very limited because we have not had time to build through experience a body of images and ideas that shall serve to represent them. . .

"Our first experience of the higher psychism, therefore (and this is what the orthodox Christian calls being Born Again), is usually in terms of the lower psychism to begin with; for we have only just risen clear of Malkuth and are looking up at the Sun of Tiphareth from the Moon-sphere of Yesod. Therefore we hear voices with the inner ear and see visions with the inner eye; but they differ from ordinary psychic consciousness because they are not the direct representations of astral forms but symbolic presentations of spiritual things in terms of astral consciousness. . .

"All the dynamic religions have this Dionysiac aspect (it) represents an essential factor in human psychology, and it is the misunderstanding of this factor which upon the one hand prevents the manifestation of the higher spiritual experiences in our civilization, and upon the other permits of the strange aberrations of religious feeling that from time to time give rise to scandal and tragedy in the high places of the more dynamic religious movements." The most obvious recent example of this is the late Jim Jones and his harem and the murder-suicides of over 900 of his fanatical followers at Jonestown, Guyana, November 18, 1978.

"There is a certain emotional concentration and exaltation which makes the higher phases of consciousness available and with-
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out which it is impossible to attain them. The images of the astral plane pass over into an intensity of emotion that is like burning fire; and when all the dross of the nature has gone up in flame the smoke clears; and we are left with the white heat of pure consciousness... 

SPONTANEOUS PENTECOSTAL FIRE

"Modern spiritual leaders have no knowledge of the technique of the deliberate production of ecstasy and no idea how to direct it when it occurs spontaneously. Revivalists succeed in producing a mild form of it among unsophisticated people by means of personal magnetism, and the worth of a revivalist is judged by his power to inebriate his hearers. But the consequences of this inebriation are apt to be like the consequences of any other inebriation, and life seems exceedingly stale, flat, and unprofitable when the revivalist moves on to other fields of activity."

But television has changed all that for the revivalist evangelical ministers of the New Right! They can come into millions of homes once a week, or once a day, with their slick, professionally produced shows, and the millions of dollars roll in. Falwell has a staff of "950 employees and an annual operating budget of $56 million tax free," according to Penthouse and "he has built up his Thomas Road Baptist church (Lynchburg, Virginia) until, with 17,000 members it is the largest in the nation, complete with a private elementary and high school, a college, a seminary, an alcoholic treatment center, a summer camp and a foreign mission. From its modest beginnings as a local radio program and television show, his 'Old Time Gospel Hour' has grown to the point where it reaches perhaps as many as 50 million viewers through 324 stations in the United States, Canada and the Caribbean. When he travels he flies in his own private Commander jet. His choir follows in another. He is an evangelical superstar at 46."

And the founder and leader of the Moral Majority uses the technique of the Tree, as Dion Fortune calls it, very well, but without understanding the deeper significance and implications of his new-found power. "Those who are trained in that technique," writes Dion Fortune, "do not mistake the stirring of their own higher consciousness for the Voice of God. From the sensory consciousness of Malkuth (the Earth, the first bioframe), through the astral psychism of Yesod (the Moon, the second bioframe), to the formless intuitions and quickened consciousness of Tiphareth (the Sun, the third bioframe), they rise and descend smoothly and skilfully; never confusing the planes or suffering them to leak one into another, but bringing them all into focus in a controlled consciousness."

But most of these New Right ministers turn off at Yesod, mistaking the desires of their own Dweller as the Voice of God, and behind their Dweller is the false Christ, Looeamong, a Moon God, answering their prayers for power and wealth.
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OUR MIRACULOUS INVENTIONS

"I am a fairly new Associate and some literature I have purchased from the Foundation has left me speechless. In Argentina, the common belief is that U.S.A. is the most advanced country -- technically speaking -- of the world. However, the suppressed inventions, the suppressed cures for many diseases would be considered by most of my fellow countrymen as 'miraculous' -- in the sense that they defy the laws of Nature. As I am not very well acquainted with many subjects, I want to ask from anybody willing to, if my fellow Associates can send me Xerox copies of schematics of successful free energy devices -- for example, Cater's motor, or Hubbard's -- and of healing radionic devices: Calbro-Magrowave, different models of Radioclast and Pathoclast, the Oscilloclast, etc. I am now gathering data to resurrect an old radionic device, the Electrometabograph, in order to obtain automatic radionic diagnosis on a cathode ray tube. I understand, from reading the brochure, 'Radionics, the New Age Science of Healing', that the original device had an unstable circuit. My idea is to make it perfect. Anybody willing to help me can either sell me schematics, or perhaps we could exchange information on the basis of total sincerity."

Jorge Resines
Pasaje Mar del Plata 1055
Buenos Aires
Argentina 1407

ANOTHER INVADER HUNTED DOWN AND SHOT DOWN?

Senor Resines has supplied us with a Xerox copy of the story of a Flying Saucer incident in Argentina, from the "Interlandia 2000" magazine, Oct. 17, 1980, and a translation:

"Mr. Osmar Antonio Bucás is a technician specialising in Diesel and explosion engines, in mechanics for a quarter of a century. On Friday 3rd of this present month, at 7:10 p.m., he was 50 kilo-metros far from San Carlos de Bariloche and could watch until the most minimal details of the phenomenon.

"'Whatever it was, I can state it had an engine.'

"'How do you know that?'

"'The stelle it left when falling, by its characteristics, is only produced by burning fuel. The one left by a meteor or a satellite presents a visualization totally different. It is of another color and shape.'

"'Do you say it also had colors?'

"'Exactly. Four colors: Blue, Red, Yellowish and, mainly, a deep white. And an important detail: It did not fall vertically like a 'plumb chunk'; that object made an 'intelligent' parabola as if it were manned or controlled. Because otherwise it would have fallen at the same city of Bariloche and that
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would have been a disaster.'

AN EXPLOSION THAT SHOOK THE HOUSE

"Mr. Julio Herrera, 40 year old Chilean, is foreman of the Santa Isabel ranch, very near to the place where the object hit and he states that 'It fell from the sky and made two turns of perfect circumference and afterwards it disappeared behind the Cerro Pilahué (small mountain). Seconds later, together with my wife, we heard a very violent explosion that shook all my house and moved the furniture off its places. Afterwards we heard two more explosions, but of lesser intensity. Some time later we saw four pillars of smoke, white smoke, raising from behind the cerro.'

"Mr. Alfredo Luciardo, civil airplane pilot, is in coincidence with the statements of Bucas and Herrera. 'It was an intelligent flight with evidence of having problems on board. It is proof of that the fact that in order to land it chose an uninhabited place and totally out of any populated zone.' The workers of neighbouring ranches, commerce travellers that were at the zone at that time, fully agree with such statement and in that it left a trail of smoke at the sky for a long time which was 'like the one left by a jet engine'.

"It is not news that the personnel of the Comission of Space Research of the Argentine Air Force works with any case like this, but it was news that on this occasion the attitude of the A.F. Captain Carlos Augustus Lima... not only did not enclose himself in a hermetic container -- such as happened in every one of these cases -- but received Radiolandia 2000 very kindly.

"'We flew all over that zone which, by ground, is very difficult to reach to. We also could arrive at one of the four places where the fire broke out.'

"'Which are your conclusions?'

"'Evidently it is a fire of powerful features. We brought back samples of the carbonized ground, that are now under analysis.'

"'Did you collect accounts from witnesses?'

"'Of course. Persons at route 250 watched the phenomenon. Inhabitants far apart one from the other and that did not know their respective statements. They all saw the mass fall from the sky and heard first a formidable explosion and afterwards two of lesser intensity.'

"'The explosions would indicate that the artifact exploded when hitting the ground?'

"'I repeat you that we are investigating. I did not find any metallic remnant. And about the two explosions of lesser intensity, it would be a repetition of the first one, considering the echo that happens in mountain zones.'

"You brought only ground to analyze?'
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"On first instance, yes. I am now waiting for some more proof that an inhabitant of the zone told me he would send me."

"What is your concrete opinion on the subject?"

"There is no doubt that we are facing a strange phenomenon, little or no common. That is why I repeat that I cannot advance any conclusion until the end of the investigation."

Resines adds that the newspaper "La Nacion" carried a very small note on the fall of this UFO, "and on Oct. 7th the TV of Buenos Aires city sent some reporter to investigate. But up to this day, Oct. 25, no more news than the one described in the article has been released. He also refers to the current dispute between Argentina and Chile and says that "all the public officials and retired military 'trust' the Vatican and its 'wisdom' in solving the problems of these two countries". But the spiritual gangsters who run the Church from Rome are just as fearful of the approach of the Visitors from Outer Space as are the political gangsters who run most of the nations of the world, and what you fear you hate.

The governments of the civilized nations of the world have been investigating this new Force, Flying Saucers, for over 30 years now and we still await the official conclusions. For concerned citizens there is nothing else to do but carry on our own investigations and form our own conclusions.

WE, TOO, HAD A VISITOR

One of the more penetrating and illuminating pieces of Flying Saucer fiction in the 1950s was a short story in a national magazine about a Space Visitor who appeared suddenly at the White House gates and politely asked to see the President. His demand was such that he was taken to the press room, placed behind glass and in the glare of klieg lights, surrounded by guards with guns trained on him, and only then was the President called to talk to this self-proclaimed alien from another planet. In good English the alien outlined the problem concerning the President, the course of atomic suicide toward which the world is headed, and that his home planet had the same problem ages ago.

"How did your planet solve the problem?" asked the President.

"We, too, had a Visitor from outer space."

BETTER TO KEEP SILENT ON THE PETER BETER ISSUE

"Your most recent issue was most disappointing to say the least, in some parts of it. For someone who has never listened to any Peter Beter tapes, you certainly had a lot to say about him, and erroneous things, too. If you don't know something about someone, it is better not to make any comments. Someone sent an excerpt and from that excerpt you made a lot of superficial judgments. Beter has never said that the Russians were the only ones making Robotoids, as you have written in this issue. Until you
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have listened to several of these tapes, it would be better if you kept silent on this issue and on any other issue which you have not studied."

G.P., Paris, France

AN INSTRUMENT OF THE DARK FORCES

"Just a short note to wish you Happy Holidays and much success for the coming year in your undertaking. Thank you for your publication. I was very interested in the last one about the comments of Peter Beter. I received about a year ago -- uninvited -- two tapes from the Friends of Freedom in Washington State, in which Beter stated that most of our top officials, such as Henry Kissinger and wife, also President Carter, were what he calls 'look alikes'. Kissinger, according to Beter, was knocked off in a plane crash and Carter was done away with. His newest claim of Robotoids I hadn't heard of before. I went into meditation to find out what this was all about and got a strong impression that Beter was an instrument of the Dark Forces trying to instill fear and panic, but apparently is not succeeding much. Not too many people have heard of him. Thanks for printing something about him. It's amazing how low some people can stoop to make a buck."

Michelle Hall, Circle of Light
PO Box 1004, Cupertino, Cal. 95015

DIVINE POWER RESEARCH AND SERVICE SOCIETY

RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION
ESP., MEDIUMSHIP: HEALING: SPIRIT SURGERY: DOWSING:
78, Medows Street, 1st Floor, Fort, BOMBAY-400 003. (India)

16 Oct 1980

Mr. Riley Hansrad Grabb, M.D.,
Director: BORDERLAND SCIENCES RESEARCH FOUNDATION,
P.O. Box 549,
VISTA, CALIF, 92083, U.S.A.

Esteemed Bro. Riley Grabb,

Many thanks for your splendid letter of 6th Sept 80. Regret delay in my reply. You are heading the finest organisation and you are great and good and willing to share these with others freely. With your vast background and many years of work and association and splendid and magnificent personalities who are associated with you and your foundation, there is a great strength and scope to tap these for our countrymen selflessly here. We are novice in the meaning that nothing is on board where media or contacts are even meagre. Lone star here and there now exist. Once we show some thing here which can shake the laziness of men.
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here, thro your peps and useful devices, books, etc, people will be electrified and too many will co-operate and take interest. It must thrust in this area as Golden Age when Gold was found there and men left ships, jobs and ran for the free Gold.

Our aim is to help men at all levels, spiritually, physically, making them worldly wise for belief in Him and goodness of men. Holistic method I am aware and that is the code work now contained throughout and all types of pathies are acceting. But I think "laughing profusely and frequently, weeping copiously too much, many a times, and hearing troubles of others and making others hear one's own troubles are also symptoms that help all. Think of it.

A Five minutes of weeping every day remembering all bad things that has hurt you, or old scores you have to repent for, do it alone, it a closed room and lo you feel relieved many times more by that.

Any way to the task at hand. You be Guardian of Help to our Society. Just have it, we donot want anything free. But we have a standard of living where per capita income is hardly 1/10 of yours. So when we show red eyes at prices, please understand it is the strength of having money that makes us so to ask for cheaper and at concessional prices.

Kindly surf at me all the types of things you feel will help our people here and then we will place ord res for these as a sample. Whatever literature etc that you can send free by sea mail will be most welcome and we shall be grateful for that. Even old books, magazines, pamphlets of any Isychic, Occult, Far psychology related things will be appreciated if freely sent by sea mail when possible.

I wrote to the MAGNETS SALES CO. SANTA MONICA, Calif, for their TS-1, at $5.00 lifting capacity 50 Lbs, but received no reply. Kindly keep with you four sets of these ordered for us, and let me hear and I will request where and how to send them. They will be brought personally with incoming passengers from there, some Indian friends to whom you will send there for transmission to me. So I want economical, powerful little magent assemblies with 50Lbs lift, p aired, and such four pairs ready with you for my use here.

Whatever other items you will offer and can help us to buy, we shall do after getting details from you. Do think of India and vast number of people who need such help but are unaware and uninformed, Do seized our request to sponsor our Society of your 100% will to help in this task. Thanks. More of us next with our literature etc. You have a splendid team of workers and readers and mediums and I will setup when I am there again, I may spend three to four weeks for this. May God bless you and your family and my warmest regards to all members of your Foundations.

Respectfully yours,

Bro. S. V. Parmar

Send Bro. Parmar some literature, it will be appreciated.
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"WHATSOEVER YE DESIRE"

"I would like to get the Biblical citation for the quote on page 24 of the Nov-Dec Journal: 'When thou prayest, pray as though thou already hast that for which thou pray.' I have never come across this and am VERY interested in seeing if there really IS such a quotation. I have bought Bearden's book, 'The Excalibur Briefing.' Haven't read it yet but he sure has gathered together a lot of diverse information. The only thing is, I can scarcely believe the U.S., covertly, is doing as much, and maybe more, than the Russkis. I think the U.S. can afford to sit back and be 'cool' because they already HAVE such incredible weapons. Both offensive AND defensive. Our government may have its problems (ha) but it did not get where it is by being stupid! Conniving, yes, covert, yes, but STUPID, NO. Don't you agree?"

H.W.N., Dallas, Texas

My Biblical "quote" was a paraphrase of Mark 11:24, King James version, the translation of which was supervised by a famous poet named Sir Francis Bacon: "Therefore I say unto you, What things soever ye desire, when ye pray, believe that ye receive them, and ye shall have them."

Back in 1967, the Yada di Shi'ite was conducting a closed class in occult science in San Diego, through Mark Probert. It was the night of August 18th and the discussion was on Telepathy:

She: "I can understand better how a son or mother contact one another. But what I dont understand is how, for instance, some concerned only with the scientific aspect -- as they are doing in Russia -- concentrate on something in Washington, pick it up when they are not really empathetic with the business, so to speak. . . Maybe that's mind reading more than anything else, isn't it?"

Yada: "No, no. Telepathy is mind reading -- uh -- how shall I say it -- "

She: "Telepathy would come through the feeling nature more, wouldn't it?"

Yada: "Oh, it does."

She: " -- and the other would be mental?"

Yada: "Yes, but still same thing only is the receivers; for in Russia the effort is to receive. This is sometimes being called 'being nosey', poking into where you do not belong. It is sometimes known as picking minds. You do it here. Your Service peoples practice all the time, getting telepathic messages, not only from Russian minds but from every mind everywhere. These are mounted on papers and then the choice ones are taken and run through a machine -- what you call -- "

They: "Computer."

Yada: "Computer. And the computer makes a declaration of their
value. Isn't that wonderful? Isn't that remarkable? You see, you must learn to get along. Everybody must learn to get along with one another, or you'll have to get along without one another -- not even yourselves. You wanting, surely, to come to the right conclusions; but you must co-exist; or you'll have no existence!

"Russia has been delving into the Mystical Arts for the last 20 years. It was, perhaps, for the last 10 years, maybe even more. (1955. That would be the same year that the U.S. Air Force funded the Anti-gravity, Flying Saucer research program at Martin, Baltimore, after the landing of Flying Saucers at Edwards Air Force Base in California in 1954, RHC.) Your scientists for so long made the mistake of believing only what they could see and measure; so they became your authority when they had no authority themselves..."

(ARSF No. 10-R, Closed Class No. 6, $2.75, plus 40c postage.)

BOTH FASCISTS AND COMMUNISTS ARE AGAINST IT, PUBLICLY

No borderland researcher should be surprised that both the extreme right and the extreme left are denying publicly what they are vigorously pushing privately, psychic research. To quote Tom Bear- den, in his Introduction to "The Excalibur Briefing": "The intelligence community had completely missed the fact that the Soviets had been working on a psychotronic Manhattan Project for 30 years. Not a soul in officialdom would believe that such capability could be achieved by surprise. This is not because of any deep conspiracy of the government (although I believe one of our high intelligence officials may be a Soviet agent, a sort of Penkovskily in reverse, who has been personally responsible for preventing any serious U.S. government research into psychotronics and UFOs); rather, it is because of all the personal arrogance, bias, power-seeking, manipulation and maneuvering that now take up so much of our top managerial base in government."

As early as 1952 the Forces of Light tried to break through the barrier of "personal arrogance of officialdom" in Washington. Their physical plane agent was Dr. Andrija Puharich. To quote the Puharich interview in the Sept-Oct Journal: "I gave my first lecture at the Pentagon, believe it or not, in 1952, urging research in this area. I submitted proposals to about every agency you could think of and probably some that you have never heard of. But really it boils down to this: their belief structure won't accept the findings of the field; so parapsychology basically is not funded by the government."

But there is another repressive factor at work in Washington, the religious bias of the Congressmen and Senators who must approve research funds. The majority of them are Roman Catholic, and their Church for 1500 years has maintained that psychic research and the development and use of psychic powers must be restricted to their initiated priesthood. One good reason is that the Church doesn't want uncontrolled and uncontrollable clairvoyants and clairaudients prying into its secret operations and revealing them to the public; so, parapsychology research programs regularly get voted down in
Washington, but this is cover for the secret psychic research programs of the government agencies who fund the study and practice of the powers of the mind out of their own budgets -- as indicated by the Yada’s observation of 1967, and by Dr. Puharich’s reply to this to the interviewer’s question in 1977:

Int: "Do you think there is parapsychology research going on somewhere in the USA which is really far-out stuff but is not accessible to Rhine or someone like you?"

Doc: "Yeah, I think it is possible."

Int: "But you would have to know the name. If the Defense Dept. had found a psychic who was predictable and repeatable, don’t you think you would know his name?"

Doc: "Well, I do know a lot of psychics who are used by various government agencies. But it’s all confidential. It’s not official, you know. Project Leader X and Agency Y know Psychic Z and use him for special problems."

TAKE OUR ADVICE: DONT!

While Dr. Puharich was making the above observations Hollywood was putting the finishing touches to a a movie, "The Fury", which dramatized the dangers of lending one’s psychic powers to our government -- any government -- dominated as they are by selfish and greedy commercial interests. The movie, released in 1978, starred Kirk Douglas, John Cassavetes and Carrie Snodgrass. Mrs. Grabb and I saw it on CBS television last fall. The story line was that a top-secret government agency kidnapped a teen-age boy -- one of Dr. Puharich’s New Age children? -- who possessed psychic powers and tried to force him under program control. The father, played by Douglas, was a former agent of that agency and knew of its highly immoral and murderous operations. His struggle to get the boy out of the agency’s clutches makes a very dramatic movie, especially when he has to run down a former fellow-agent in the successful escape attempt. But the soul-less human monsters who had established and operated the agency’s mind-bending program had done their work well. Once safely home the boy rushed up on to the roof of the house, followed by his desperate father who pleaded with him to come down; nevertheless the young psychic jumped to his death -- a good example of the results of using un-consecrated magick. In his despair, the father also jumps, a double suicide. "The Fury" was not a boxoffice success.

CRYOGENIC (LIQUID NITROGEN) POWER ON ITS WAY

"At this point I am now a 20% shareholder in Cryogenics Unlimited, Inc., Galveston, Texas. We have two Golf Cart manufacturers checking our prototype. We converted a golf cart to Cryogenic power. One of them manufactures 60,000 golf carts per year, the other 100,000 per year. We want to license them to manufacture the liquid nitrogen powerplant for their vehicles on a royalty to us for each one made. When that works out and
the influential golfers around the country decide they want our Cryogenic powerplant in their automobiles, then watch the big auto manufacturers come to our door!"

Bill Dugan, Galveston, Texas

You know, Detroit is now so desperate to recover the dominant share of the domestic auto market that it might be willing to give up the infernal combustion motor with all of its expensive acoutrements, for the liquid nitrogen turbine, which requires no drive shaft, no radiator and cooling system, no transmission, no spark plugs, no muffler -- because there is no explosion of polluting gasoline fumes -- only harmless, invisible, odorless nitrogen gas returning to the atmosphere from which it was taken.

1980 ANNUAL REPORT

Receipts from Book Sales, Memberships, Donations $13,545.22
Cost of Goods Sold 4,063.93
Gross Profit 9,481.29

EXPENSES: Salaries, Taxes, Rent, Repairs, Supplies, Insurance, Utilities, Depreciation, Car $14,982.83

Net Operating Loss 5,765.56

BALANCE SHEET, End of 1980
Current Assets:
Cash on Hand 1571.41
Inventory 3702.00 5273.41

Fixed Assets:
Equipment and Furniture 1781.25
Ref. Library 4052.94 5834.19

Total Assets 11107.60

Current Liabilities
Notes Payable 0
Accounts Payable
Accrued Rent 12800.00
Accrued Sal. 80560.00
509 Unfulfilled Memberships 2545.00

Total Liabilities $95,905.00

Volume XXXVII of the Round Robin Journal of Borderland Research and we look forward again to another year of gathering unusual information and publishing or re-publishing it for those with the intellectual courage to push through the Veil which hides all of creation from our astonished gaze.

Vista continues to be peaceful; for this is essentially a bedroom community, with no capital industry. So there is little unemployment nor are there large groups of unhappy minorities, demonstrating for freedom. Unless there is an unlooked for interruption of supplies and services, we expect to publish another six issues of the Journal this year, and to continue to make available those borderland gadgets and ideas which have proven helpful to us.
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THE "FLIM FLAM" OF THE LEFT, AND OF THE RIGHT

"I see that James "The not-so-very-amazing" Randi has come out with a new book called 'Flim Flam' which is supposed to lay to rest once and for all the 'utterly fantastic' claims of just about everyone (including Berlitz and you and I) that has ever been associated in any way with anything occult, unexplained or parapsychological. I can't wait to read it! Randi is a close associate of Phil Klass, Jim Oberg, Robert Shaffer and Co., all of whom are mixed up closely with Martin Gardner, founder of the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal, CSICOP, who, rumor has it, has been heavily funded by the KGB and the American Communists. Motive: The Russians are highly interested in developing ESP and other psychic phenomena for their own (nasty) purposes and figure it is to their own benefit to confuse or discredit any similar efforts being conducted on this side of the Atlantic."

Bill Moore, PO Box 189, Dewey, AR 86327

Yes, the dictatorships of the Extreme Left and of the Extreme Right are agreed on this one goal, to keep their subjects entombed in the five senses, and to use any and all means to thwart any attempts to "roll away the stone"; for psychic research can freely flourish only in a Democracy. Remember Jan Valtin's book, "Out of the Night"? As a young German leftist he and his fellow Communists cooperated with the Nazis in disrupting the political gatherings of the fledgling German Democracy, the Weimar Republic, in the 1920s, and destroyed it.

REAL REASON FOR THE "SILENCE POLICY"

The Inner Circle is well aware of this tacit cooperation between Left and Right -- in the Flying Saucer coverup, for instance. Back in April 1954, Meade Layne and others were questioning Ramon Natalli about the facts of the Flying Saucer landing at Edwards Air Force Base on the California high desert, and whether or not President Eisenhower would reveal those facts to the public.

"This man," replied Natalli through Mark Probert, "like all men of his kind in higher government positions is the leader or is a symbol of such in your country. They are always under pressure. They cannot act alone. Back of him in the shadows stand such individuals as Bernard Baruch (a soul-less human monster representing Wall Street), and next the High Roman Catholic Church. These are the two main forces. Next in line are the powerful dictators of Communism. Now if you will remember a quote in the 'Magic Bag': 'Now it starts from words to blows'."

"Yes, I recall that," replied Meade.

"And it shall not stop until all of these insane forces are either destroyed or made so weak they can no longer function to any dangerous extent." (From page 12 of BSRF No. 2-P, "Flying Saucers At Edwards AFB", $3.00, 40 pages, illustrated. add 50c for postage.)
Understanding your basic human type should be of great help to you in adjusting your self-help program to your present needs. The goal of course is the Whole Man or the Whole Woman but the approach is radically different if your base is primarily physical, emotional or mental. These Three Paths are discussed at length and illustrated in BSRF No. 24-A, The Invisible Reality Behind Appearances, Part I and make a good beginning in a deep and profound study of metaphysical principles. These Cabalistic lessons were developed and streamlined in actual class work in Florida and California, an updating of the Western Mystery Tradition which goes back to Atlantean times when the adept Osiris left that doomed continent and settled with his band of Neophytes and Initiates in Egypt. There are drills in concentration, relaxation, rhythmic breathing and visualization -- all necessary conditioners for controlled ESP, the expansion of consciousness beyond the physical. It is possible to "roll away the stone" from the tomb of the flesh. In fact you have to do this yourself if you wish to escape from the world alive. . . . . . . . . $4.00

RETRO ME, The Practical Magick of Psychic Self-Defense

This most important weapon in the mental arsenal of the Student of the Mysteries becomes increasingly necessary as the pace of the chaos and destruction steps up, at the end of the Age. The gruesome results of the rage and frustration of the human devils of the Lower Astral become more obviously evident as they realise the time of their freedom of operation grows short. As their vindictiveness and malice increase, so does your need for self-protection, and the need to have the proven ability to protect your loved ones from obsessing entities and vampire elementals. The protective rituals in Retro Me and been proven effective through years of study and practice. . . . . . . $1.50
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